(EN) Standards for email addresses (of personnel hired, not for students)

The electronic addresses that are assigned to users of the University of Valencia follow some rules.

The establishment of these rules has been necessary to maintain a minimum of coherence and intelligibility in the set of email addresses, and the rules have been designed taking into account considerations such as ease of memorization and oral transmission.

The inconvenience, sometimes raised by users, of "excessive length" of the resulting addresses, is usually of little importance, since almost always the address is written only once; then, thanks to the multiple utilities that have for it the programs of reading / sending of mail ("to answer", "agenda", ...), it can be reused with all comfort without having to re-write it.

The rules in force stipulate that the electronic address of a person of this university has the form: Name.Surname1@uv.es
Pe, to "Pedro Juan Pérez Gómez" will be assigned: Pedro.Perez@uv.es
If there is more than one name, it is the most used, and in its case, another abbreviated:

- Pedro.J.Perez@uv.es
- P.Juan.Perez@uv.es

If the person in question is known by a nickname or diminutive, upon request by the interested party, the nickname may be given instead of the name:

- Paco.Lopez@uv.es
- Chelo.Martinez@uv.es

If the combination name + surname, by common, is prone to confusion, you can add the second surname: Name.Surname1-Surname2@uv.es
Pe: Pedro.Perez-Gomez@uv.es

Note that the script is necessary to prevent people (eg foreigners) accustomed to a single surname, using only the second, confusing the first with another name.